2020 ANNUAL REPORT
Fiscal Year Nov. 1, 2019 – Oct. 31, 2020
To our supporters:

Since its inception in 1854, the Minnesota State Fair has been a place where Minnesota has come together to learn, show, experience and celebrate. The State Fair is one of our most treasured cultural traditions, welcoming all of Minnesota and holding a special place in so many of our hearts, generation after generation.

In 2020, for the first time in over 60 years and for only the 6th time in its history, the Minnesota State Fair was canceled.

For so many, the news was devastating. For the State Fair and the Foundation, the impact was immense. However, the Minnesota State Fair is enduring and resilient. The Foundation was created to preserve and improve the buildings, fairgrounds and programs of the Minnesota State Fair, and if anything, this year has affirmed the critical importance of our mission and work.

We want to take this time to thank all who supported the State Fair through the Foundation this year and extend a special welcome to our many new Friends of the Fair (read more about it on page 6). We’d also like to thank the founding members of the 1854 Society who will ensure the future of the fair with a gift through their estate plans. Your support helps our fairgrounds continue to welcome Minnesotans to our beloved Great Minnesota Get-Together for years to come!

Sincerely,

Sandy Craighead
Chair, Board of Directors

Mary Chung
Executive Director

2020
FOUNDATION Board

• Sandy Craighead, Chair
• Jason Koerth, Vice Chair and Chair of Development Committee
• Litton E.S. Field Jr., Treasurer
• Jerry Hammer, Secretary
• Dale Bachman
• Eric Britt
• Julie Craven
• Bert Greener
• Jeff Hawkins
• Ted Johnson
• Liz Kramer
• Cathy Lawrence
• Allen Levine
• Dave Mona
• Ron Oleheiser
• Frank Parisi
• Brad Ribar
• Kenneth Sandvik
• Dan Shogren
• Patty D. Smith
• Dave Sorensen
• Michael P. Sullivan Jr.
• Linda Tank
• Kayla Yang-Best

Thank you to our outgoing board members, Bert Greener, Jeff Hawkins and Patty D. Smith for their time serving and leading the Minnesota State Fair Foundation Board of Directors.

Board Members Emeritus:
• Mitch Davis
• Steve Eilertson
• John Fabie
• Joseph Fox
• Terry Gilberstadt
• David Hyslop
• David E. Johnson
• Malcolm W. McDonald
• Mike Miles
• Clarice Schmidt

We Are Pleased to Welcome Four New Members to the Foundation Board in 2021

Danny Grunhovd
Board of Managers, Minnesota State Agricultural Society

Cynthia MacMillan
Community Volunteer

Darrell Thompson
President, Bolder Options

Doug Huebsch
Owner, Goose Group, Inc. and New Life Farms

We want to take this time to thank all who supported the State Fair through the Foundation this year and extend a special welcome to our many new Friends of the Fair (read more about it on page 6). We’d also like to thank the founding members of the 1854 Society who will ensure the future of the fair with a gift through their estate plans. Your support helps our fairgrounds continue to welcome Minnesotans to our beloved Great Minnesota Get-Together for years to come!

Sincerely,

Sandy Craighead
Chair, Board of Directors

Mary Chung
Executive Director
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Fiscal Year:
Nov. 1, 2019 – Oct. 31, 2020

Statements of Financial Position
10/31/20 10/31/19

| TOTAL ASSETS | $3,684,844 | $3,796,174 |
| Liabilities | $202,149 | $108,770 |
| Net Assets: Without Donor Restriction | $1,330,569 | $1,406,057 |
| Net Assets: Board Designated – Fine Arts | $63,073 | $75,538 |
| Net Assets: With Donor Restriction | $2,089,053 | $2,205,809 |
| Total Net Assets | $3,482,695 | $3,687,404 |
| TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS | $3,684,844 | $3,796,174 |

Statements of Activities

| REVENUES | 2020 | 2019 |
| Contributions | $1,174,332 | $2,093,744 |
| Support from the Minnesota State Agricultural Society (State Fair) | $177,860 | $149,979 |
| In-kind Contributions | $5,345 | $60,247 |
| Special Events, Net of Direct Benefits | $7,175 | $106,155 |
| Interest and Dividends | $11,984 | $511 |
| Unrealized Gains on Investments | $91,563 | $155,948 |
| Merchandise Sales, Net | $80,206 | $304,089 |
| TOTAL REVENUES | $1,548,465 | $2,870,673 |

| EXPENSES | 2020 | 2019 |
| Program | $1,017,754 | $1,220,753 |
| Management and Administration | $374,830 | $282,483 |
| Fundraising | $360,590 | $75,538 |
| TOTAL EXPENSES | $1,753,174 | $2,026,837 |

| CHANGES IN NET ASSETS | $(204,709) | $843,836 |
| Net Assets, Beginning | $3,687,404 | $2,843,568 |
| Net Assets, Ending | $3,482,695 | $3,687,404 |
| TOTAL NET ASSETS | $3,482,695 | $3,687,404 |

Donor Restricted Net Assets

| 2020 | 2019 |
| Endowment | $1,608,615 | $1,388,722 |
| Funds Restricted for Special Projects | $480,438 | $817,087 |
| TOTAL | $2,089,053 | $2,205,809 |

Contributions from Our Generous Donors Fuel the STATE FAIR PROGRAMS You Love!

Through the support of our Friends of the Fair, donors and volunteers, the Foundation was able to grant $811,200 to the Minnesota State Fair in 2020.

Your contributions helped the State Fair weather this challenging year and funded projects and programs across the fairgrounds and in all five of our priority areas, including:

AGRICULTURE
- Continued renovations to the Robert A. Christensen Pavilion (formerly Swine Barn)
- New entry doors for the Lee & Rose Warner Coliseum

ARTS & CULTURE
- A large new custom cooler in the Creative Activities Building
- The Fine Arts Exhibition of Minnesota with in-person and virtual viewing options

EDUCATION
- The first-ever Christensen Family Scholarship, made possible through an endowment with the Minnesota State Fair Foundation
- Funding for Minnesota State Fair Scholarships, supporting the educational endeavors of 20 youth from Minnesota

FAIRGROUNDS ENVIRONMENT
- Support for the overall preservation and maintenance of the fairgrounds
- Tables, benches and bricks

HISTORY & HERITAGE
- Funding of State Fair archives projects
- Support for restoration projects in the historic Cattle Barn, which celebrated its 100th anniversary in 2020
INTRODUCING THE 1854 SOCIETY

In 1854, a group of Minnesotans had great foresight as they launched what we now know and love as the Minnesota State Fair. Their vision and dedication created a fair that would become one of Minnesota’s premier institutions which endures as a time-honored and beloved tradition.

The Foundation’s new 1854 Society recognizes the generosity of our forward-thinking donors who have made a commitment to benefit the fair beyond their lifetimes through inclusion in their estate plans.

There is still time to become a founding member of the 1854 Society! If you inform us of your commitment to include the Minnesota State Fair Foundation in your will or trust, name the Foundation as a beneficiary of a retirement account or through another planned gift by Oct. 31, 2021 you will join these donors as founding members.

If you have or are considering a planned gift, please call us at 651-288-4326 to talk about how it may help you meet your philanthropic goals. You can also learn more about planned gifts by visiting plannedgiving.msffoundation.org.

Please join us in celebrating the Founding Members of the Foundation’s 1854 Society:

- Jerry and Jan Albrecht
- Lori and Warren Anderson
- Steve Peterson and Kalli Bennett
- Brian A. and Carol M. Boeke
- Alan Calavano
- Carol A. Cansdale
- Catrina Ciccone and Sessily Watt
- Janene and Rick Connelly
- Sandy and Don Craighead
- Kevin and Stephanie Davy
- Ray Diekrager
- Susanna Doran
- Thomas Dzik and Hannah McGraw-Dzik
- Sara Edel and Dee Reinking
- Bert and Iverne Enestvedt
- Anne and Litton E. S. Field, Jr.
- Joseph and Ann Fox
- Leonard and Lindsay Freeman
- Michael Fridgen and Donald Lewis
- Mary Ann Gilbertson
- Jerry and Debby Hammer
- Kent and Judith Harbison
- Jeff and Diane Hawkins Family
- Anne and Bob Horn
- David and Sally Hyslop
- Darleen E. Kunz
- Brian and Elizabeth Lebakken
- Thomas and Kathy Malaske
- Patti Cassady Marrinan
- Malcolm W. McDonald
- John and Rita McMonigal Family
- Shelley A. Meyer
- Jennifer Moline
- Laura and Matthew Murphy
- Michel and Barbara Nelson
- Jack and Leila Nessen
- Dale Raduenz
- Brad and Lori Ribar
- Donald L. Roscoe
- John Schenk
- Eryn and Owen Vincent
- Helen Wagner
- Julie Wheeler
- Dr. William and Wendy Wustenberg

As of April 5, 2021

Leaving a LEGACY At the Fair
Cancelation of the Fair
“We knew this outcome was a possibility and are saddened along with you. Because of its significant economic impact, a year without a fair will present challenges for many, including the State Fair which is self-supporting and does not receive state funding. The Foundation will continue to work hard in our mission to preserve and improve the Minnesota State Fair for generations to come.” –Mary Chung, Foundation Executive Director

After the May 22, 2020 announcement of the cancelation of the fair, we received an outpouring of support for Minnesota’s favorite tradition.

Incredible Support from Friends, New and Returning
Thank you to everyone who signed up as a Friend of the Fair and helped the Foundation meet and exceed our 1,000-member match challenge unlocking an extra $50,000 from the boards of the Foundation and Minnesota State Fair! During the original Food Parade and the encore in the fall, the Foundation was thrilled that over 3,000 fair fans joined or renewed as official Friends of the Fair, a new record.

Friends of the fair are key in the Foundation’s ability to support the future of the Fair!

Our First-Ever Online Auction – A Success!
While the Taste of the Fair couldn’t go on as planned, we were excited to host the Foundation’s first-ever online auction, presented by By The Yard.

Thank you to all who bid on exclusive experiences, behind-the-scenes tours and commemorative State Fair art as a part of this 12 day fundraiser in support of the Minnesota State Fair!

Continued renovations to the Robert A. Christensen Pavilion (formerly Swine Barn)
As part of ongoing efforts to improve the historic livestock area facilities, the old concrete show rings in Christensen Pavilion were replaced, a project made possible by the generosity of donors to the Swine Barn Improvement Project. The layout of the new show rings will provide an improved experience for exhibitors and better viewing for spectators.

Supporting the Educational Endeavors of Youth
In 2020, the Minnesota State Fair awarded its first-ever Christensen Family Scholarship to Nicole Koziolek of Northfield, made possible through an endowment funded by Christensen Farms with the Minnesota State Fair Foundation. This scholarship will be awarded annually to students who have demonstrated leadership and achievement in youth livestock programs as well as their involvement in the local community.

The Foundation also provided the funding for twenty Minnesota State Fair Scholarships in 2020, to help the State Fair continue its tradition of supporting youth in their educational pursuits.

2020 was anything but usual, and we’d like to acknowledge and thank you for supporting the State Fair through it all. You made an impact this year for the future of the fair!
The Fine Arts Exhibition of Minnesota with In-Person and Virtual Viewing Options

We were proud to provide financial support for the 2020 Fine Arts Exhibition of Minnesota which showcased the artwork of 346 talented artists from across the state. The exhibition took on a new format this year with timed entry tickets as well as online viewing options including a video-recorded tour and free virtual catalog. During the show’s 12-day run, 48 works of art were sold, with 20% of the proceeds benefiting arts programming at the fair.

Minnesota State Fair: At-Home Edition

Over what would have been the 12 days of the fair, fans were able to bring the fair home with the Minnesota State Fair: At-Home Edition. Funds from Foundation donors helped make this accessible experience possible for all. The Minnesota State Fair: At-Home Edition included “did-you-knows,” demonstrations and entertainment, history tidbits, contests, behind-the-scenes peeks, plenty of photos and fun activities on social media and mnstatefair.org.

Taking Care of Our Beautiful Fairgrounds

There’s nothing we look forward to more than our next State Fair. The Foundation has long supported environmental projects across the fairgrounds, and this year, made significant grants for fairgrounds maintenance, preservation and improvements to ensure that the fairgrounds are ready to welcome you back.

We found creative ways to “get-together” – be that virtually, socially distanced or by car! While this may not have been a typical year for the Minnesota State Fair, the summer and early fall brought several events including Food Parades, virtual exhibits and activities, and Fine Arts!
In addition to providing funding for current programs and projects, the Minnesota State Fair Foundation also gives donors the opportunity to support the State Fair in perpetuity through an endowment.

The Foundation’s General Endowment supports the areas of the State Fair’s greatest needs. Gifts of any amount can be directed to the general endowment or to any existing endowment fund.

During the year, $34,471 in grants were made from the Foundation endowment and as of October 31, 2020, the Foundation held endowments of $1,449,501 with an additional $159,114 in pledge commitments.

We thank our donors who have created or contributed to the following endowments. Their investments create a permanent legacy of support for the Minnesota State Fair:

- Minnesota State Fair Foundation General Endowment
- Kay Cady Endowment Fund for the fairgrounds
- Alan Calavano Fund for history and heritage programs
- Cavallaro Fund for The North End
- Marie Cavallaro Fund for Education programs and activities
- The Robert A. Christensen Pavilion Maintenance Fund
- Christensen Family Fund for Youth Scholarships
- Mitch and Laurie Davis Fund for Animal Agriculture
- Ray Diekrager Fund for campaign initiatives and history projects
- Fabie Family State Fair Endowment Fund for the Foundation and its mission
- Good Health Saunas Fund for Trees and Environment
- Rosella Fefercorn Fund for the Minnesota State Fair
- Audrey and George Gustafson Fund for the Minnesota State Fair maintenance and improvements
- Jeff and Diane Hawkins Family Fund for agricultural programs
- Ginny Hubbard Fund for access and accessibility
- Huntington – Eilertson Family Fund for arts, crafts, cultural programs and competitions
- Dick and Peggy Lidstad Fund for Bee Programming
- Minnesota Livestock Breeders’ Association Agricultural Fund for Livestock
- Minnesota State Fair Archive Project Endowment
- Sorensen Family Minnesota State Fair Endowment to preserve the legacy of the State Fair and Minnesota
- Myron and Linda Tank Family Fund for youth agricultural program
- Werner – Jameson Family Fund for beautification and improvements to the fairgrounds

An endowed fund is a permanent, self-sustaining source of funding for the Minnesota State Fair. Endowment assets are invested and each year a portion of the fund is paid out to support its purpose. Earnings above the amount distributed are used to build the fund’s value so the endowment can grow and provide support for its designated purpose in perpetuity.

You can learn more about Minnesota State Fair Foundation endowments by calling 651-288-4326 or visiting msffoundation.org/endowment.
Thanks to our Grand Champions!

The Minnesota State Fair Foundation gratefully acknowledges our 202 Grand Champions who provided support in 2020. You play an important role in annually fulfilling our mission of helping the Minnesota State Fair continue to thrive. Thank you for enriching the unforgettable memories and traditions experienced only at the Minnesota State Fair!

Join other Grand Champions and invest annually in preserving and improving the Minnesota State Fair.

Why Be a Grand Champion?
Grand Champions are invited to events throughout the year which give a peek behind-the-scenes of the Great Minnesota Get-Together. Grand Champions also receive special recognition annually on the Minnesota State Fairgrounds.

How Can I Become a 2021 Grand Champion?
To become a 2021 Grand Champion and to receive recognition as a Grand Champion at the 2021 State Fair, make a gift of $1,000 or more. You may choose to support any one of our five program areas, sign up to be a Friend of the Fair at the Purple Ribbon level, customize a bench or table on the fairgrounds, or donate to one of our endowments or capital projects. Call 651-288-4328 for more information.

2020 FOUNDATION DONORS

We acknowledge you for your generous support! Donors listed here gave to endowments, State Fair programs and projects, campaigns, fundraising events and Foundation operations. Gifts listed here represent contributions of $250 or more made between November 1, 2019 and October 31, 2020. In addition to the donors listed here, we are so thankful for donors at all other levels – many of whom were new to us this year!

Our complete list of fiscal year 2020 contributors can be found at msffoundation.org.

ORGANIZATIONS
$25,000+
• Manitou Fund
$10,000 – $24,999
• By The Yard inc.
• Gale Family Foundation
• Margaret H. and James E. Kelley Foundation Inc.
$5,000 – $9,999
• Central Pediatrics P.A.
• CHS Inc.
• Cuningham Group Foundation
• Dwellwood Foundation
• John E. Desmond and Janet C. Desmond Foundation
• Good Health Saunas
• Great Lakes Window & Siding
• McCarthy Bjorklund Foundation
• Miller’s Flavored Cheese Curls
• Trehuly Foundation Inc.
$2,500 – $4,999
• The Ball Park Cafe
• Hamline United Methodist Church
• Bud Rotter Family Foundation
• TKDA Engineers Architects Planners
$1,000 – $2,499
• Anonymous
• Boston Scientific
• Jerome J. and Ursula Choromanski Family Foundation
• Fredrikson & Byron Foundation
• Pugsley Fund of the HRK Foundation
• Lathrop GPM Foundation
• The Longview Foundation – Mary C. Dolan
• The Longview Foundation – Lucy C. Mitchell
• The Longview Foundation – Eleanor and Fred Winston
• McCough Construction
• Midway Chamber
• Mills Fleet Farm
• Carl and Verna Schmidt Foundation
• The Stearns County Employee Giving Campaign
• Twin City Jacuzzi LLC
• UnitedHealth Group Inc.
• Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
$500 – $999
• Adam Turman Gallery
• American Restaurant Consultants Inc.
• Ameriprise Financial Employee Matching Gift Program
• Ecolab Foundation
• GiveMN
• J D Fair Dealers LLC
• Juanita’s Fajitas
• Lorenz Bus Service
• Minnesota Farmers Union
• Ness Tax & Bookkeeping Service
• Northern Stars Homecare
• Ragin Cagun
• Thomson Reuters
• Udder Tech Inc.
• Weyerhaeuser Family Foundation
• The Charles A. Weyerhaeuser Memorial Foundation
$250 – $499
• Grandstand Donuts
• Harrington Enterprises
• Macy’s Foundation
• Medtronic Foundation
• Minnesota Dairy Goat Association
• Minnesota Goat Ladies
• Polaris Industries LP
• Pronto Pups - Brennan
• The Dammitt Dames
• Threivent
$100 – $249
• American Restaurant
• Adam Turman Gallery
• The Shrimp Shack
• The Donut Family Inc.
• Swine Services Unlimited Inc.
• Summer Lakes Beverage LLC
• Silver Strands
• Sausage by Cynthia
• Old Style Foods
• Neuenfeldt & Co.
• Mintahoe Hospitality Group
• Luigi Fries
• Kora’s Cookie Dough
• Kennedy Concessions Inc.
• The Estate of Ray Diekrager
• Blue Cross Blue Shield
• Cargill Employee Matching Gift Program
• Cates Company - Gold Chains
• Cotton Candy - Yahr
• DuBois Designs - ABC Seamless
• Gem Mountain Studio
• Kreative Acrylics
• Lurie
• MakeShift Accessories
• Oofda Tacos
• Soaps - Skyline Sales

INDIVIDUALS
$50,000+
• Soaps - Skyline Sales
• Cates Company - Gold Chains
$25,000 – $49,999
• Rosella Pefercorn*
$10,000 – $24,999
• Sandra and Don* Craighead
• Mark and Kim Mueller
$5,000 – $9,999
• William Alan Bills
• David Cavallaro
• Terry and David Gilberstadt
• James Hanson
• Anne and Bob Horn
• Ron and Cheri Jacobson
• Donald Lewis and Michael Fridden
• Richard and Nancy Nicholson
• Frank Parisi and Joan Autrey
• Fred Pitt Orofino and Carol Dyer
• Robin and Barbara Schaller
• Michael P. Sullivan Jr.
$2,500 – $4,999
• Kurt Anderson and Deborah O’Brien
• Dale and Ruth Bachman
• Pat Bailey
• Thomas Bettenburg/Recreation Inc.
• Tom Thumb Donuts
• Brian Bigelbach
• Julie Bobrowske
• John E. Desmond and Janet C. Desmond Foundation
• The Charles A. Weyerhaeuser Memorial Foundation
• Kreative Acrylics
• Gem Mountain Studio
• Lurie
• MakeShift Accessories
• Oofda Tacos
• Soaps - Skyline Sales

$1 – $99
• Adobe
• Belt Bonanza
• Block Concessions
• Blue Cross Blue Shield
• Cargill Employee Matching Gift Program
• Cates Company - Gold Chains
• Cotton Candy - Yahr
• DuBois Designs - ABC Seamless
• Gem Mountain Studio
• Kreative Acrylics
• Lurie
• MakeShift Accessories
• Oofda Tacos
• Soaps - Skyline Sales

$100 – $249
• Sandra and Don* Craighead
• Mark and Mary Davis
• Mitch and Laurie Davis
• Steve Ellerton and Cynthia Huntington
• Anne and Litton E.S. Field Jr.
• Brad and Lori Riber
• Preston and Irena Simons

$5,000 – $9,999
• William Alan Bills
• David Cavallaro
• Terry and David Gilberstadt
• James Hanson
• Anne and Bob Horn
• Ron and Cheri Jacobson
• Donald Lewis and Michael Fridden
• Richard and Nancy Nicholson
• Frank Parisi and Joan Autrey
• Fred Pitt Orofino and Carol Dyer
• Robin and Barbara Schaller
• Michael P. Sullivan Jr.

$2,500 – $4,999
• Kurt Anderson and Deborah O’Brien
• Dale and Ruth Bachman
• Pat Bailey
• Thomas Bettenburg/Recreation Inc.
• Tom Thumb Donuts
• Brian Bigelbach
• Julie Bobrowske
• John E. Desmond and Janet C. Desmond Foundation
• The Charles A. Weyerhaeuser Memorial Foundation
• Kreative Acrylics
• Gem Mountain Studio
• Lurie
• MakeShift Accessories
• Oofda Tacos
• Soaps - Skyline Sales

$1 – $99
• Adobe
• Belt Bonanza
• Block Concessions
• Blue Cross Blue Shield
• Cargill Employee Matching Gift Program
• Cates Company - Gold Chains
• Cotton Candy - Yahr
• DuBois Designs - ABC Seamless
• Gem Mountain Studio
• Kreative Acrylics
• Lurie
• MakeShift Accessories
• Oofda Tacos
• Soaps - Skyline Sales

Thank you to our Grand Champions!
$500 – $999
Max Alschlag
Debra and Alexander Arbit
Kathleen Bakke
Chad and Nicole Barker
Karen Beskau
Katherine Bisciglia and Joseph Sherry
Ron Carvatt
Anne Chesin
The John and Klerissa Church Family
Heather Clark
Patrick and Georgia Cochrane
Nancy Cooper
David Crary
Douglas Cropper
Jennifer Debrow and Edward van der Hoek
Linda and Matt Demma
Dede Disbrow
Valerie and Dave Docken
Angela Donatelle
Brian and M. Catherine Dusibier
Thomas Dzik and Hannah McGraw-Dzik
Julie Engquist-Foss
Robert Everett
John and Anne Fabie
Julia Fink
Mary Ann Gilbertson
Jim Gorski and Mary Lou Rice
Braeden Hanson
Hank and Ellen Hanten
Mike Hazelwood
Janet Hughes
Bruce Hutchins
Lynne Johnston
Jeremy Jordan
Gary Kahne
Morgan A. Kamps
Katherine King
Jeff Kirt
Liz Kramer and Jeff Bryan
Nicholas Kunkel
Douglas Kupitz
The Steven Kurtz and Valerie Jones Family
Art Lemke
Beth Gibson Lilja
Debra Linder
Mark Lozano
Marcell Luettké
Carole Lundgren
Thomas Marhevka
Dorothy and Toby Markowitz
Russell McIaletz
Brent Miller
Jean and Randy Monson
Patty Napier and Pat Whitcomb
Ron and Kim Oleheiser
Kristin Payne
Sara Pennig
Tina Ham Peterson and Ric Peterson
Erin Probst
Maria Purvey
John Rains
Prof. Raymond Robertson and Prof. Sarah West
Lady Sadalen
The Tom Steinbruegh/Ladner Family Fund
Mary Vetcher
William Wald
Cathy Wick
Wendy and William Wustenberg

$250 – $499
Millie Acamovic and Chris Wilson
Amanda Ackerley
Stefan Alhinstrom
Barbara Altstrom
Barry and Patricia Alverman
Lori and Warren Anderson
Steven and Karen Anderson
Spencer and Jennifer Arne
Rebecca Axner
Gerald Bade
Lindsey Ballard
Laura Bathke
Daniel Bauer
Patricia and Richard Beaver
Jane and Bruce Beermann
Trista Beise-Conzet
Patricia Belois
Julie Bengtson
Vicki Benson
Michelle and Dean Beyer
Bonnie Blakeman
Mary Kay Borgstrom
Michael and Sheryl Burkhardt
Carol Johnson Burns
Kay and Tom Cady
Patricia Carlson
Joan Chergosky
The Chesin Family at Cafe' Caribe
Anna Cisewski
Janene and Rick Connelly
Thomas and Sandra Cordie
Cheryl Craig
Stefani and Freighal Dalrymple
Glenna Dibrell
Judith Dupre
Damon Durand
Jackie Edman
Kathryn Erickson
Gand Tad Lori
Ross Espanzer
Connie Evingson
Leland and Jeanne Ferden
Linda Finley
Brian and Amy Fisher
Nicole Fladung
Keith Fletcher
Charles A. Flink Jr.
John Forrette and Marcine Heger-Forrette
Paul and Therese Gagne
Scott Gannaway
Jennifer Gascoigne
The Gilbertson Family
Marcia and James Gilman
Chris Grammas
Rebecca Grothe
Dale Haagenstad
Tanya Habeck-Stephani
Anne Hagel
Dawn Halvorson
Heather Hansen
William and Nancy Hansen
Jason Hanson
Peggy and Al Hanson
Cindy Harles
Amy Hawley
Jerryl and Sarah Hayes
Nicoi Heller and Shawn Bulgzat
Becky Hentges
Norma Herther and Kevin Loney
Doug Hine
Sandra Holman
Jocie Horton
Kristina Humphreys
Sally and David Hyslop
Rachel Imbrock
Jean Jansen
Sharon Jensen
Alysson Johnson
David Johnson
Melissa Johnson
Peggy Johnson
Walt A. Johnson
Wendy Johnson
Jerome and Sandra Junker
Jane Kalin
Diane Kieffer
Mark Kincs
Gloria Kittco
Heather Klopotek
Maureen Knauss
Sarah Knauss
Alyssa King
Jeanne King
Linda Kloc
Susan Klop
Michelle Kornava
Scott and Karla Lali
Robert and Megan Lambert
Mary Leatherman
Maureen Lee
Sharon and Dennis Leppala
Jerry Lindberg
Amy Lindgren
Allison Liuzzi
Juanita Luis
Annette Lynch
Elaine Magnan
John Magnuson
Robert and Elayne Martes
Karen Martin
Samuel McCabe
Mike McMillan
Gerald Meigs
Paul Merkins and Clarine Howe
Lara meisje
Jon Mrozek
Matthew Murphy
Kimberly Myers
Karie Nash
Shannon Nemec
Doreen O'Brien
Glad and Balba Olinger
Wendy Jennings
David Jensen
Elaine Jervis
Barbara Johannes
Ricki Johns
Alan Johnson
Ardell and Katie Johnson
David Johnson
Donald Johnson
Frank and Margaret Johnson
Gina and Cody Johnson
Ginger Johnson
Jaymi Johnson
Jerry Johnson
Jasselyn Johnson
Jim and Sue Johnson
Julie Johnson
Kathryn L. Johnson
Keith Johnson
Laneta Kao
Linda and Sean Johnson
Robert Johnson
Shannon Johnson
Steven P. Johnson
Taelor Johnson
Teresa Johnson
Terry Johnson
Bob Joyce
Christopher Jones
Daryl Jones
Jonathan Jones
Norman Jones and Sandra Schreur Jones
Claude Jordan
Hans Jorgensen
Rick and Drussila Jorgensen
Dr. Earl and Holly Joseph
Amel Joy
Edgar Joynor
Beth Judeh
Barb Julius
Deborah Julius-Dimond
Diane Juvald
Jana Kachmarek
Deborah Kadleck
John and Sylvia Kafkas
Mark Kaiser
Nathan Kaiser
Jeff Kaiserman
Sheila Kalland
Lisa and Charles Kallmann
Chad Kampe
Kathleen Kanne
Leann Kanne
Andrea Kao
Heidi Kapcinskas
Anne R. Kaplan and James Moss
Deb Kapp
Stan Karbowksi
Judy Kassa
Stephanie Kavanagh
Irene Kawalec-Menasco
Angela Kevany
James and Stephanie Keenan
Mark Kehne
Chris and Becky Kehr
Kevin and Jacque Keller
Rebecca Kelley
Pam Kellogg
Jeffrey Kelly
Robert Kelly
Beth Kendeck
Mike Kennedy
Roseann and Robert Kermes
John Kern
Linda Ketover
Sarah Keyes
Nissim Khabie
Jani Klchiher
Cheryl Kennieit-Hall
Anna Kieselbach
Floyd and Eloise Kimball
Julie Kimker
Dale and Karolyn Kingsbury
Kristen Kinnear-Ohihiar
Dawn and Gilbert Kinnunen
Rebecca Kraig
Kathleen and Robert Kirchberg
Julie Kirkner
Judy Kisch
Joan Kinsner
Jan Kispert
Jo Ann Kissell
Laurie Kivie
Tineke Kjellberg
John Klamer
Liz and James Klann
Jeff Klegon
Jane Kline
Ruth Klosner
Lee Klusky
Kelly Knight
Kaitlyn Klett
Matthew Knutson
Paula and Nels Knutzen
Karen and Paul Koenig
K.Dawn Kohlman-Shemesh and Max Shemesh
Kristine Kohman
Kathleen Kohn
Richard and Stacey Kohner
Christine Kolka
Michael Kokosh
Bruce and Constance Kolberg
Zhanna Koltsova
Melissa Komarnitzky
Randy Komorouski
Brent Kompelien
Ellen Konstan
Brenda Kopischke
Katy Korby
Kathy Kornblum
Nichole Korth
Jill Koshioh
Lynn Kosloske
Kellesa Kosloski
Anthony Kosobud
Dean Kottke
Sue Kowalski
Steve and Carolyn Koziolke
Dan Kraemer
Gail Krahulec
Jami Kramer
Jennifer Krause
Jill Kroll and Kenneth Slayton
Robert Krone
Thomas and Jane Kropelnicki
Dann Krueger
Paul and Jane Krumie
Stephanie Kryzer
Paul Kuehneuman
Jessica Kuehn-Hajder
Deb Kuhns
John Kulanader
Maren Kunkel
Darleen Kunz
Christy Kurth
William Kurth
Sharyn Kusterman
Scott Kuyper
Meredith Kvalness
Theodore and Elaine Kvasnik
Chris Kylander
Cindy LaBrie
Jonathan Lacey
Greg Lachowitz
Jane Ladky
Sally Laing
Rich Lake
Brenda Lakso
William Lambeg
Joan and Lew Lambert
Brian Lambork
John Lamoreaux
Brett and Jan Landow
Kimberly Lang
Sara Lanig
Joseph Lanz
Steve Lappi
Elaine Larabee
Avi Larsen
Nancy Larsen
Beth Larson
Heidi Laronr
Julie Larson
Stacy Larson
Stefanie Larson
Tina Larson
Christie Lasch
Chelsea Lasier
Michele Latham
Gregory and Elizabeth Lawrence
Julie Lawrence
The John and Evelyn Lawyer Family
Garle Leach
Karen Leach
Thomas Leach
Brian and Elizabeth Lebakken
Christopher Lecher
Barb Lechner
Jon Ledin
Mark and Nila LeDuc
Karen and Michael Leeming
Joyce Lehmann and Wayne Roelofs
Lynn Leisen
Doug Leko
Allison Lemke
John and Paula Lentz
Kyle Lenzen
Duane Leshovsky
Mariani Lessard
Becky Leuer
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• Gail ONeill
• Jodi ONeill
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• Dennis and Paula Olander
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• John Olson
• Julie Olson
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• Patricia A. Olson
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• Brian D. Patty MD
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• Tom Peltier
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• Stephen Peters
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• Timothy and Susan Petersen
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• James Peterson
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• Maureen and Fred Peterson
• Michele Peterson
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• Ron Peterson
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• Scott Peterson
• Tess Peterson
• George Petrucci
• Christine Pewech
• Sherry Pewech
• Dave Pfau
• Nam and Lacie Pham
• Noy Phanuvong
• D. Phelps
• Edna Phile
• Alison Phillips
• Brock Phillips
• Deb Phillips
• Joey Phillips
• Savin Phorn
• Jim Piazza
• Lindsey Pickett
• Gabrielie Pieser
• Karen Pieper
• James Pierce
• Julie Pierce
• Kimberly Pietrzak
• Jeffrey Pihl-Niederman
• Michael Pillsbury
• Kristin Pimentel
• Barbara Pinault
• Kelly Pinault
• Joseph Pinkosh
• Susan and Jeff Pinski
• Mary Piper
• Anita Pitcher
• Paul Pitschka
• Steve Pivac
• Mary Plath
• Marissa Plescia
• Joanne Logren Ploetz
• Krystle Pluhocky
• Marie Plourde
• Kayla Plumley
• Ashley Poeschel
• Nicolas Polanco
• Amanda Polhemus
• Nancy Polkoff
• Liz Pomish
• Esteban Ponce
• Michael Poquette
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• Amanda Porter
• Elizabeth Potter
• Nita Potvin
• Charlene Powell
• Daniel Powers
• Mark Powers
• Ronald Poynter
• Scott Prady
• Sheryl Pranghofer
• Yang Praseth
• David and Paula Pratt
• Rita Przak
• Jake Presley
• Farrah Pribyl
• Michael Price
• Philip Price
• Cerinda Priebes
• Jenna Pritchard
• Katharinemae Pritchard
• Mark Prondzinski
• Heidi Prose
• Jason Proulx
• Zachariah Prowel
• Chelsea Pruett
• Patrick Puckett
• Betsy Pullen
• Kelsey Quarg
• Stuart Quart
• Elizabeth Quernemoen
• Amanda Quigley
• Geoff and Bernie Quist
• Victoria Rabin
• Steve Rachac
• Erin Radant
• Michelle Rademaker
• Scott Raes
• Naseem Rafiei
• Maria Raines
• Julia Rajtar
• Tammy Ramberg
• Sara Ramel
• Angie Ramirez
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• Karen Rangel
• Eric Ranschau
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• Kendra Rask
• Anneli Rasmussen
• Marlowe Rasmussen
• Meagan Rathbun
• Stephanie Rathmann
• Lori Rau
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• Ron Ravey
• Diana Reece
• Lyndsey Reece
• Jill Reid
• Larry Reed
• David Reeg
• Adam Regino
• Laura Regner
• Katie Rehberger
• Victoria Reilly
• Taylor Reiners
• Robert Reinhart
• Denise Reinko
• Mark Reinking
• Mark Reinking
• Jimmy Reistad
• Anna Reit
• Susan Relling
• Anna Rendell
• April Renneke
• Carmen Rents
• Ruth Reploge
• Katie Resse
• Jason Retka
• Pete Reuter
• Kristen and Jay Revering
• John and Jeanne Reynolds
• Debbie Reynolds
• Catherines Reheault
• Lucy Rice
• Sara Rice
• Emma Ricke
• Kim Ricker
• Mercedes Rider and Gary Joyner
• Kimberly Rief
• Pete Riegler
• Tom and Denise Rigger
• Charles Rike
• Patricia Riea
• Megan Riley
• Brandon and Alison Rimmach
• Garrett Rimmac
• Megan Rineck
• Tami Rinn
• Christopher and Christine Rippka
• Alaine Ripley
• Isaac Rischall
• Fred Ritchie
• Jen Ritchie
• Katie Ritschel
• Jessica River
• Michael Roach
• Adam Roberts
• Barb Roberts
• Cassandra Roberts
• Jerry Roberts
• Mark Roberts
• Scott Roberts
• Alisha Robinson
• Becky Robinson
• Jeremy Robinson
• Kenny Robinson
• Lawrence Rodriguez
• Sheryl Rodriguez
• Rachel Roe
• Sherre Roehl
• Terisa Roemer
• Lisa Roers
• Julie Roesler
• Sara Rogers
• Amanda Rohde
• Dale and Gretta Rohwer
• Daniel Rolf
• Lindsay Rollins
• Carole-Lynne Roloff
• Mark Romain
• Rob Rominski
• Todd Ronning
• Marlene Rosckes
• Sydney Rose
• Tom Rose
• Steven Rosen
• Rita Rosenberger
• Andrew Ross
• Makala Ross
• Michael Ross
• Haley Ross
• Tony Ross
• Ryan Ross-Pearson
• Jennifer Roth
• Melissa Rott
• Eve Roycraft
• Kiersten Rude
• Mary Jo Rudolph
• Deborah Rugnetta
• Sara Rumsay
• Sara Ruotsalainen
• Betsy Ruppert-Kan
• Clara Rusch
• Brian Rusche
• Christine Rush
• Marilyn Rushenberg
• Katherine Russell
• Andy Rusher
• Kristine Rustad
• Fiona Ruthven and Joel Ingersoll
• William Rutstein
• Robert Ruud
• Tim and Stacey Ruud
• Vince and Rozanne Ruzic
• Kimberly Ruzynski
• Carol Ryan
• Jeanne Ryan
• Kelly Ryan
• Molly Ryan
• Patricia Ryan
• Beth Rynders
• Esther Saarela
• Steve Sabin
• Janice Saenger
• Marre Jo Sager
• Andrea Sahlin
• Call Sahr
• Shirley Sailors
• Hector Salas
• Peter Salinas
• Rosanna Salzer
• Julia Salzman
• Jaclyn Samuel
• Kelly Samuelson
• Carolynne Sandbakken
• Madeline Sandbakken
• Jean Sandberg
• Paul Sander
• Denise Sanders
• Tracey Sando
• Alexx Sandquist
• Matthew Sandstrom
• Patti Sandvik
• Stephanie Sandvik
• Graham Sari
• Christine Sarkes
• Hannah Sartor
• Carol Sather
• Jim Sauer
• Janet Savage
• Johanna Savage
• Britney Savardy
• Karen and Todd Saville
• Jennifer Savino
• Jeffrey Savolainen
• Brian Sayles
• Chris and Mike Scanlan
• Kelly Scanlan
• Thomas E. Scaramuzzo
• Shannon Schaaf
• Dawn Schachner
• Cherry Schadeck
• Helen Schadegg
• Francine Schaefer
• Melanie and Peter Schaller
• Damien Schaub
• Virginia Schauss
• Pamela Scheel
• Julie Scheer
• Susan and Gary Scheff
• Kristopher Scheid
• Patsy Schewe
• Dave Schickling
• Marah Schiele
• Sue Schilling
• April Schlichting
• Donald and Debra Schliep
• Lynn Schlink
• Megan Schloossmacher
• Robert Schlossmacher
• Eugene and Jill Schlueter
• Jacqueline Schuler
• The Steve and Marcia Schmitz Family
• Adam Schmid
• Chad Schmidt
• Jane Schmid
• Melissa and Jeff Schmidt
• Molly Schmid
• Sandra Schmidt
• Sandy Schmidt
• Sue Schmid
• Edith Smidt
• Liz Smidt
• Jacquelyn Schmitz
• Joanna Schmolke
• Ann Schnolle
• Nichole Schnarr
• Alexander Schneider
• Barbara Schneider
• Denise Schneider
• Kurt Schneider
• Maria Schneider
• Sarah and Steve Schneider
• Laura Schnellman
• Christine Schoen
• Kathi Schouiller
• Tessa Schram
• Jack Schremp
• Julia Schroeder
• Jenne Schrootke
• Megan Schuette
• Stephanie Schuh-Greenwald
• Deborah Schuhmacher
• Arthur Schultz
• Pamela Schultz
• William Schultz
• Kerstin Schulz
• Ryan Schumacher
• Steven Schuster
• Lance Schwartz
• Sophia Schwartz
• Virginia Schwartz
• Amber Schwech
• Dorie J. Schwegler
• Kathleen Seaton
• Rebecca Sechrest
• David Segdwick
• Nancy and Raymond Seeger
• Tammy Segel-Crilly
• Andrea Segreaves
• Kelly Seiberlich
• Lucy Selander
• Karla Selbstschka
• Judy Seliga
• Robin Selvig
• Cynthia Serrano
• Brandon Severson
• Michelle Severson
• Robert Sexton
• Laura Shaffer
• Shab Shakabi
• Carol Shapiro
• Ilan Shanks
• Carolynn Shasky
• Tib Shaw
• Vicki Sheffer
• Sheila Sheldon
• Maria Sheldrake
• Teresa Shepler
• Andy Sherman
• Linda L. Sherry
• Jim Shimada
• Stephanie Shippy
• Hannah Shocinska
• Trent Shore
• Cora Short
• Dennis and Shari Shostak
• Greg Sirca
• Melissa Sienik
• Jared Siebert
• Amy Siegel
• Paul and Mary Ann Silk
• Jessica Silver
• Kia Silverman
• Robert Simbeck
• Amnika Simon
• Kristen Simon
• Rich and Paul Simon
• Leona Simonett
• Lee Simonson
• Kathryn Simpson
• Laura Simpson
• Nancy Sinykin
• Scott Sitowski
• Mary Skapayk
• Joseph Skeen
• Joy Skeldon
• Cynthia Wisnian Skelton
• Melissa Skiba
• Lisa Skjefte
• Sharon Skogen
• Karla Skovholt
• Eunice Slager
• Hilary Smallwood
• Dan Smieja
• Brianna Smith
• Carol Smith
• Carrie Smith
• Deborah Smith
• Eleanor Smith
• Ella and Anna Smith
• Emily Smith
• Howie Smith
• Jeffrey Smith
• Jonathan Smith
• Kristine Smith
• Larisa Smith
• Pat Smith
• Rochelle Smith
• Chuck, Elise and Bailey Smith-Dewey
• Kelly Smunk
• Carrie Snead
• Pat Soyko
• Eric Snustad
• Nancy Snyder
• Judy Socha
• Sharon Soike
• Karen Solas
• Collin Solberg
• Garrett Solis
• Karin Solom
• Lauren Solmonson
• Daniel Solon
• Pam Solstad
• Jeffrey Songad
• Teresa Sonier
• Christopher Sonne
• Andrew Spalko
• Jody Sorensen
• Jim Sorensen
• Rebecca Sorensen
• Robert Soskin
• Briana Soto
• Jennifer Sovde
• Shari Sovoda
• Jamie Spinks
• Andrew M. Spark
• Sharon R. Spartz
• Giselle Spears
• Andrea Specht
• Jane Specken
• Nancy Spellerberg
• Hilary Spence
• Patricia Spence
• Melissa Sprague
• Kristin Sperry
• Mark Spiekelmier
• Bridig Spicola
• Shawa Spindler
• Barbra Springer
• L. Stacey
• Barb Stafki
• Brianna Stahlmann
• Adam Stanley
• John Stanley and Jeanne Mealy
• Jill Stanton
• Kris Staples
• Dorothy Stearns
• Jessica Starns
• Stefanie Steele
• Carla Steen
• Christa Steen
• Lanae Steffen
• Jacqueline Steffenhagen
• Edith Stein
• Dan Steik
• Bryan Stem
• Dana Stenger
• Bruce Stephon
• Michele Stermer
• Christine Sterenberg
• Adam Stevens
• Jennifer and Rolly Stevens
• Kenneth Stevens
• Jason Stevensen
• Todd Stevenson
• Christopher Steward
• Jill Stewart-Kellar
• Emily Stiever
• Ross Stit
• Anne and Greg Stocker
• Emily Stoffel
• Steph Stoll
• Deborah Stone
• Lisa Stopfer
• Abby Stordahl
• Cindy Stover
• Linda Stowe
• Emily Stroyne
• Lynn Strand
• Seija Stratton
• Lindsey Straub
Jay and Maxine Tlusty
William Toelle
Danika Tolleson
David and Leah Tolleson
Marie Tomala
Heather Tomas
Clayton Tomseck
Rose Ton
Denise Topper
Nicholas Torke
Paul and Cynthia Torkelson
Rebecca Tornes
Amanda Totenberg
Carrie Toward
Vicky Townsend
Helen Trapp
Jason Travers
Connie Tressel
Lael Tryon
Josh Tryon
Kim Tsujimoto
Sean Tubridy
Matty Tucker
Miki Tufto
Luke Tungseth
George and Elsie Tups
Ginny Tussing
Mark and Sandy Tuseos
Janell Twardowski
Annelie Twist
Michael Uijfusa
Adrianna Ucura
Beth Ulrich
Gail Ulrick
Janet Ulve
Esau Underhill
Jerry Underwood
Daniel Unger
Kelly Unger
Barbara Unger
Sharon Untener
Laura Unterholzer
Saundra Urbach
Michelle Urban
Christi Urbanski
Jim Urbanski
Kimberly Ustruck
Jennifer Vaillancourt
Aimee Vaillancourt
Patti Valley
Eric Van Abel
Debra Van De Weghe
Cassandra Van Heel
Sara Van Kempen
Molly Van Orti
Tim Van Rooy
Laura Vance
Catherine Vanden Plas
Terri Vandercook
Sarah Vandersnick
Kathy Vanderwall
Elena and Jon VanDerWege
Kathleen Vang
Anthony Vanoverbeke
Debra Varela
Jessie Vargo
Mark Vargo
Neil Veile
Tom Venables
Rich Ventura
Amy Verbout
Mark Verdun
Ann Vettsch
Nina Vettsch
Angela Vick
Julie Vigness-Pint
Jacob Vincent
Owen Vincent
Miller Virgins
Kristie Viscasillas
Joshua Voelker
Jane Vogel
Sandy Vogel
Roy Vohnoata
Kyle Volkers
John Volki
Johnl Vorkosil
Thomas Vonsbishe
Amby Voorhees
Michael Vosika
Sammy Vuciccevic
Gayle Wagar-Gileath
Dean Wagner
Deedra Wagner
Elsane Wagner
Michael Wagner
Jennifer Walker
Vicki Walker
Vicki Walden
Samantha Walden
Tony Waldo
Katherine Walen
Jordan Walker
Kimberly Walz Willewet
James Walker
Howard Wall
Thomas Wallrich
Brian Walters
Donna Walters
Joseph Walters
Rachel Walters
Adam Waltz
Tara Wander
Kelsey Wandmacher
Julie Wang
Hollie Wanless
Tricia Wanzek
Barbara Warden
Dakota Ware
Daryl Ware
Suzanne Waring
Ann Warn
Fern Warren
William Watkins
Jennifer Watson
Maureen Watson
Michele Way
Jason Waye
Cary Weatherby
Janelle Weible
Cynthia Weber
Jill Weber
Ken and Joan Weber
Steve and Melinda Weber
Kelly Weberg
Olivia Webster
Cheryl Wedemeyer
Erick Weeg
Kathleen Weems
Carolyn and Bill Wehrmacher
Meghan Weibel
Mary Weidner
Therese Weil
Jody Weinberg
Brian Weiss
Jo Anne Weir
Shannon Welch
Eric Wolf
Lynette and Bruce Wellendorf
Matthew Wellens
Kim Wengenroth
Nancy Wenner
Stephanie Westlund
Matthew Werners
Cari Wersal
Steven Wertz
Jason West
Donald Westfall
Jessica Westlund
Natalie Whalen
Kelly Wheaton
Linda Wheeler
John and Andrea Wheeler
Mary Whippis
Bruce Whitcomb
Maryjane White
Sharon White
Ashley Whitel
Rebecca Wichlacz
Kris Wickett
Jane Wicklander
Lorena Wimadi
Ryan Widuch
Lisa Wiechert
Diane Wigand
Tara Wilken
Anna Wilkens
Phoutheaviph Wilskerson
Michael Willer
Daniel Willett
Lisa Willey
Brandon Williams
Brenna and Blake Williams
Brenda Gravenish Williams
David Williams
Jennifer Williams
Kaleenma Williams
Krentay Williams
David Wilson
Timothy Williamson
Shawn and Kristie Willy
Carrie Wilmot and Bill & Emma Brown
Jason Wilsey
Jo Anne Wilson
John Wilson
Melvin Wilson
Tegan Wilson
Bruce Winch
Mary Windberg
Catherine Windyk
Bachman Wincuff
Erica Winegar
Jen Wineckie-Rowe
Krista Winkel
Emmy Winkelman
Jane Winkelman
Amanda Winnig
Jim and Lori Winter
Kati Wirkkula
Theresa Wise
Susan Wiseman
Ann Wist
Kari Witschen
Sue and Roy Witte
Dwayne and Dorothy Witter
Melanie Witthoff
Samantha Wittmer
Scott Wojtanowski
Carrie Wolf
Kathleen Wolf
Holly Wolfe
Jean Wolf
Steve and Kim Wolf
Jordn Wolfe
Tim Wong and Jodi Pope
Mona Woodard
Helen Woodford
Benjamin Woodis
Elizabeth Woods
Lottie Workman
Bradley Wright
Hillary Wright
Lisa Wright
Sandra Wright
Jessica Wuornos
Tracy Wych
Diane Wychor
Lynne and Bonny-Bell
Kaori Yamada
Lee Yang
Suncheng Yang
Zinnia Yang
Bailey Yanta
Kimberly York
Kevin Yost
Brent and Katie Young
Diane Young
Shayniette Young
Julie Youngs
Alan Yousha
Christophe Zabel
Melissa Zalbika
Nancy Zachrison
Renee Zamora
Jill Zats
Kerry Zawisiak
Sue Zielinski
Eugene and Theresa Zerwas
Ann Zetterwall
Danielle Ziebarth
Amanda Zielek
Shayne Zrobak
Rebecca Zuzek
Margaret Zwerin
Kimberly Zwart
Doug Zwolski
*deceased

Best efforts are made to include your name(s) correctly. We apologize for any errors and ask that you let us know by calling 651-288-4327.

TRIBUTES IN HONOR OF
- Brian J. Anderson
- Nancy Anderson
- Richard C. Anderson
- Erin Arboe and Matt McKenzie
- Jennifer Arne
- Gordon and Jo Bailey
- Mary Bichner
- Curt Bowen
- Jim and Kyanne Brindley
- Mark Burk
- Kendall Burke
- Corrin Cafferty
- Elaine Christiansen
- Como Park Boys
- Herb and Sharon Dillon
- Debbie Edman
- Ron Erickson
- Stan and Oma Fauchld
- Forbes/Gehlsen Family
- Tenessa Gemelke
- Sharon Grosbach
- Darlene Gunderson
- Braeden Hanson
- Darrell and Coleen Hanson
- Patrick Hoelscher
- Todd Hollingsworth
IN MEMORY OF

• Paul Alfonse Jr.
• Nancy J. Allen
• Richard Anderberg
• Lauren Appen
• Marian Appen
• Kyzer, Kobe, Pixie and Brady Armstrong-Davis
• James Arness
• Marilyn Arvidson
• Donna Atkinson
• Gene Autrey
• Linda M. Bade
• Robert Bade
• Delos Barber
• Carla Behinke
• Debbie Leigh Bell
• Chief Art Blakey
• Mary Lou Boatwright
• Jack Bobrowske
• Ruby Bougie
• Henry A. Brandtjen Jr.
• Richard P. Braun
• Johnny Mack Brown
• Donn C. Bruess
• Bruce Burdick
• Lavon “Fritz” Burdick
• Patrick Claeys
• Ed and Pearl Cordie
• William J. Cosgriff
• David E. Cummings
• Dan and Pauline Czarnecki
• Ken Dahlberg
• David Plath
• Armin and Gladys Deye
• Ray Diekraeger
• Digger
• Michael Fiske Driscoll
• Marianne Edstrom
• Brenda Edwards
• Donna Erickson
• Jeannine Erickson
• Lori Erickson
• Rosella Fefercorn
• Joe and Alice Ferrazzo
• Ken Fladung
• Walter George Fletcher
• Gail Fokken
• Deb Fondell
• Arden Jay Fritz
• Grandma and Grandpa Gacek
• Glenn Goffon
• Brian Googins
• David Grage
• Paul Gredvig
• John Griffin Family
• Audrey and George Gustafson
• Sharon G. Habedank
• Butch and Ronald Hanson
• Norma Hanson
• Blanche and Howard Hareid
• Dr. Robert J. Hart
• Mike Heffron
• Mark Hinderscheid
• Gloria M. Holm
• Maureen Ann Holmberg
• Gerald R. Hoske
• Fran and Gaylen Hoven
• Charles and Virginia Hruska
• Bill Huot
• Terry Hutchins
• Marie and Chuck Irgang
• Harold Jasper
• George Johnson
• Pat Cahill Kahlke
• Jimmie Kane
• Michael Kaufman
• Mary Kelsey
• Cecelia Kes
• Alida Kiesner
• Jan R. Kirst
• Kathleen Kohnen
• Delores “Dee” Krech
• Morris Krueger
• Roger J. Kurth
• Ike Larsen
• Larry L. Larson
• Lash LaRue
• Bill LeDuc
• Shawn Lerud
• Elmer Lindberg
• Elaine Paukert Lynch
• Kenneth Mack
• Dr. Walter J. and Phyllis Mackey
• Matt Mann
• Devon Marco
• Kris Marschinkle
• Erin Mary McDevitt
• Tom Melin
• Robert M. Meyer
• Scott Meyer
• Clayton Moore
• Michael Morgan Sr.
• Audrey Nyberg
• Noreen O'Connor
• Ross Oden
• Dalton Oklesson
• Casey Pack
• Robert Paulson
• Ken Pavett
• Pepper and Bilbo
• Daniel A. Pes Jr.
• Ethel Peters
• James Peters
• Misty Petschel
• Betty Phiffer
• David Plath
• Debbie Porter
• Helen M. Regenold
• Colleen Reistad
• John Rike
• Donald Robin
• Roy Rogers
• Tom Rolnicki
• Ted Rosdahl
• Patrick and Karen Ryan
• Barb and John Rynders
• Frankie Santos
• Martha Savard
• Hugh Schilling
• Matthew Schmidt
• Bill and Mary Schnellman
• Eruch and Nathan Schwanz
• Joan and Chuck Schooch
• Gene and Carol Seehusen
• Harley David Sevde
• Carmen Gooder Shoberg
• Nathan Shupien
• Marjorie Simons
• Mark Skinner
• John Skluzacek
• F.R. Stoltzman
• Bill and Eddie Stoyke
• Warren Strom
• Roy L. Thompson
• Clare M. Tropp
• Don Unruh
• Vernon Waldner Jr.
• Ruth Weinfurtner
• Ann L. Wiggins
• Adam Wilkens
• Michael Wirth
• Ted Wright
• Mario Zappa
• Janet L. Zocher
Established in 2002, the Minnesota State Fair Foundation 501(c)(3) is the nonprofit that exclusively supports the State Fair. Our mission is to preserve and improve State Fair buildings, the fairgrounds and educational programs.
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Mary Chung  
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